Furtwângler has obtained* by means of Eisenstein's law of reciprocity for residues of pth powers, p an odd prime, certain criteria in connection with the solution of the equation (1) x p + y p + z p = 0, where x, y, z are relatively prime rational integers, and these criteria involve the rational factors of x, y, z, y -z, z -x, x -y. It is the object of the present article to employ the same method to derive similar criteria for the factors of We shall now obtain further relations between the above characters from the theory developed in connection with Fermat's theorem. One, at least, of the numbers y y z must be prime to p. Assuming, first, that z is prime to p, we have from equation (1) the following well known result
Moreover, the ideal (x+ya) is the pth power of an ideal factor of z: the number x+ya is prime to 1+a, and is, consequently, associated with a semi-primary number of the formed (x+ya), where n is determined by the congruence
By Eisenstein's reciprocity theorem, we have* (a n (x + ya)) ( r ) yz + zx + xy ^ 0.
* Furtwangler, loc. cit.
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Hence m -n^O and, therefore, from (5) we have* (6) < -\ = 1, and r*>~1 s= 1 (mod p 2 ).
On the other hand, if yz be not prime to p, either y or z is divisible by p. Assuming firs-t that z is divisible, we have, from equation (1), the following results:
x + y a is divisible by 1 -a.
Denoting the quotient (x+ya)/(l-a)
by co, we see that the principal ideal (co) is the p h power of an ideal factor of z and, consequently, 
{^-^} -{7}'
Dividing both sides by {a/r}, and noting that since a"" 1 -2+a is a real number, we obtain, and hence from (6) r*-1 s 1 (mod £ 2 ).
A similar proof obviously holds when y is divisible by p. 
yield the congruence 
